
  

1. Make cookies together using an old family recipe. Have fun baking the cookies, and double the 
batch and the fun by sharing your festive fixings with someone in need. 

2. Make cookie houses out of graham crackers using frosting to glue them together. Decorate 
with tiny candies, raisins, licorice, coconut, and pieces of dried fruit.  

3. For the days before Christmas, have each person take a holiday decoration out of the box and 
hang it up. Little by little, wreaths, mistletoe, candy canes, candles and the pinecone 
centerpiece contribute a festive glow for the house.  

4. Decorate the inside of windows with Christmas scenes by using a white shoe polish  – the kind 
that comes with an applicator. It is not messy and wipes right off after the holiday with a damp 
rag or sponge.  

5. Send a family holiday letter telling friends and relatives news of the year.  
6. Window-shop in a town you’ve never visited before. 
7. Listen to the music of a holiday concert – from a safe distance.  
8. Have a “trim-the-tree party.” String popcorn and cranberries. Serve red punch and cookies.  
9. Look in magazines or online for simple holiday crafts, easy recipes, and easy-to-make 

decorations.  
10. Gather simple supplies in advance and host a “make-a-Christmas-ornament” party. 
11. Compile a Family Christmas Book. Ask relatives to send  you their favorite ideas for preparing 

for Christmas, sharing memories, and their most-loved recipes. Ask for short original stories, 
anecdotes and poems. Make copies for each family. 

12. Ask an elderly relative or a nursing-home resident what made their family’s special events 
memorable.  

13. Blend ideas from your past with fun traditions from around the world. Holiday celebrations 
unique to other parts of the world can be used to merge cultures.  

14. Visit the library and take out books on foreign folklore, poetry and activities. Be sure to learn 
holiday greetings and terms of endearment as spoken in different languages. Research the 
origins of holiday symbols and traditions. Ask your international friends to share customs that 
mark their special days.  
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